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Supplementary Figure 1. Psoriasis microarray datasets differ with respect to RNA 

degradation scores and the percentage of probe sets with detectable expression. Microarray 

datasets were compared with respect to (A) RNA degradation scores and (B) the percentage of 

probe sets expressed above background. The average value was calculated with respect to PP and 

PN samples (± 1 standard error). Asterisks (left margin) denote low degradation datasets. 

 

Supplementary Figure 2. Psoriasis DEGs show largely (> 90%) consistent expression 

trends across expression profiling technologies (RNA-seq vs. microarray). Left: Of 994 PP-

increased DEGs identified by RNA-seq, 927 were represented by a probe set feature on the 

microarray platform. Pie charts indicate the proportion of these genes that were PP-increased 

(red) as opposed to PP-decreased (blue) in each microarray study. Right: Of 970 PP-decreased 

DEGs identified by RNA-seq, 906 were represented by a probe set feature on the microarray 

platform. Pie charts indicate the proportion of these genes that were PP-increased (red) as 

opposed to PP-decreased (blue) in each microarray study. 

 

Supplementary Figure 3. RNA-seq-specific and array-specific DEGs show similar trends 

across expression profiling technologies. RNA-seq identified 927 PP-increased DEGs and 906 

PP-decreased DEGs represented by probe set features on the microarray platform. The charts 

compare (A) PP-increased DEGs and (B) PP-decreased DEGs to each are dataset, indicating the 

number of DEGs that were common, RNA-seq-specific or array specific (left). Fold-change 

estimates (PP/PN) obtained by microarray for the RNA-seq specific genes are shown (middle), 

as well as fold-change estimates obtained by RNA-seq for microarray-specific genes (right). 



 
 

Grey boxes outline the middle 50% of fold-change estimates with whiskers spanning the middle 

90% of fold-change estimates. Yellow circles represent the 5% lowest and 5% highest estimates.  

 

Supplementary Figure 4. Negative correlations between GC content and gene expression 

(RNA-seq). Scattplots show the relationship between GC content and gene expression for each 

RNA-seq sample. Each dot represents a single gene and the yellow circle outlines the 50% of 

genes closest to the bivariate median (Mahalanobis distance). The loess fit is shown (red line) 

with Spearman rank correlations (top).  

 

Supplementary Figure 5. Genome-wide correlations between GC content and expression 

are stronger in high degradation samples but differ in magnitude between PP and PN 

samples with low degradation. (A) Average Spearman correlation between GC content and 

gene expression in PP samples. P-values evaluate whether the median correlation coefficient was 

significantly different from zero (two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test). (B) The same analysis 

was repeated for the PN samples. (C) The same analysis was repeated for the difference (PN – 

PP) in correlation coefficients. (D) Scatterplot comparing genome-wide GC content-expression 

correlations in paired PP and PN samples. Diagonal line denotes equal correlation estimates in 

PP and PN samples. (E, F) Association between degradation scores and GC content-expression 

correlations in (E) PP samples and (F) PN samples. 

  

Supplementary Figure 6. Weak positive correlations between gene length and expression 

(RNA-seq). Scattplots show the relationship between gene length and expression (FPKM) in 

RNA-seq samples. Each dot represents a single gene and the yellow circle outlines the 50% of 



 
 

genes closest to the bivariate median (Mahalanobis distance). The loess fit is shown (red line) 

with Spearman rank correlations (top). 

 

Supplementary Figure 7. Gene expression in psoriasis is determined by anatomical 

localization as well as mRNA abundance, GC content and gene length. Laser capture 

microdissection data from normal human skin was used to evaluate the expression of genes in 

the reticular dermis, basal epidermis and suprabasal epidermis (GSE42114). A score was 

calculated for each gene to quantify the degree to which its expression was specific to one of 

these anatomical compartments (see Methods). Larger (positive) scores indicate that a gene is 

highly expressed in a given compartment as compared to the other two, while smaller (negative) 

scores indicate that a gene has lower expression in a given compartment as compared to the other 

two. Genes were ranked according to these scores and grouped into 10 bins of equal size. Each 

bin was subsequently divided into 10 bins according to either (A – C) mRNA abundance 

(FPKM), (D – F) GC content or (G – I) gene length, yielding 100 bins total. The median fold-

change (PP/PN) of genes in each bin was calculated (RNA-seq). 

 

Supplementary Figure 8. Gene characteristics that best predict PP-increased DEGs (RNA-

seq). We identified six gene characteristics associated with differential expression in psoriasis: 

mRNA abundance (FPKM), GC content, gene length, dermal expression, basal epidermis 

expression, and suprabasal epidermis expression. Variables representing each factor were 

evaluated in logistic regression models, where each model was formulated using a 1-0 response 

variable assigned value 1 if a gene was a PP-increased DEG (0 otherwise). Models were 

evaluated in 1000 cross-validation trials. In each trial, 90% of genes were chosen randomly and 



 
 

used as training data for model fitting, with the remaining 10% of genes used as testing data for 

evaluating prediction accuracy (AUC metric). Using this approach, we (A) evaluated the 6 

univariate models, (B) identified the 6 best-performing bivariate models, and (C) identified the 6 

best-performing trivariate models. Black dots represent the median AUC statistic (right margin) 

with bars spanning the middle 50% of AUC values from all trials. Yellow bars span the middle 

50% of AUC statistics from null trials in which training data were randomly permuted prior to 

model fitting.  

 

Supplementary Figure 9. Gene characteristics that best predict PP-decreased DEGs (RNA-

seq). Analyses in Supplementary Figure S8 were repeated, except we evaluated the ability of 

variables to predict PP-decreased DEGs (rather than PP-increased DEGs).  

 

Supplementary Table 1. Microarray datasets used to evaluate expression in lesional and 

uninvolved skin (Affymetrix Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 array). The table lists the 

number of patients remaining in each dataset after quality control filtering. Post-hybridization 

quality control metrics were calculated for each sample and the table lists the average value (± 

standard error) for each dataset (background, scale factor, percent present calls, RNA 

degradation score). The final column indicates whether labeled RNA or DNA was used for 

microarray hybridizations. All samples were evaluated with respect to quality control metrics 

listed in the table in addition to metrics obtained from the fitting of probe level models (NUSE 

median, NUSE IQR, RLE median and RLE IQR). Samples removed from each dataset for 

quality control reasons are listed below the table, along with additional information concerning 

the cohort composition and recruitment guidelines (as provided in published research reports). 



 
 

 

Supplementary Table 2. Number of genes differentially expressed between lesional and 

uninvolved skin (edgeR). The edgeR package was used with different normalization and 

dispersion settings to identify genes differentially expressed between psoriasis lesions (PP) and 

normal uninvolved (PN) skin (n = 3 patients). A total of 13913 protein-coding genes were 

included in the analysis and differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were identified based upon a 

likelihood ratio test and a fold-change threshold (PP/PN) of 1.5 (or 0.67) with FDR < 0.05. 

Results obtained under default edgeR settings are shown in red font. The alternative parameter 

settings are ranked according to the total number of DEGs identified. In addition to results listed 

below, we evaluated the number of DEGs obtained using different generalized linear model 

(GLM) fitting methods (i.e., the method argument for edgeR function “glmFit”). Possible GLM 

fitting methods include linesearch, levenberg and simple, but we found that each of these yielded 

similar (usually identical) results regardless of the methods chosen for normalization and 

dispersion estimation. 

 

Supplementary Table 3. Number of genes differentially expressed between lesional and 

uninvolved skin (DESeq). The DESeq package was used with different normalization and 

dispersion settings to identify genes differentially expressed between psoriasis lesions (PP) and 

normal uninvolved (PN) skin (n = 3 patients). A total of 13913 protein-coding genes were 

included in the analysis and differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were identified based upon a 

likelihood ratio test and a fold-change threshold (PP/PN) of 1.5 (or 0.67) with FDR < 0.05. 

Results obtained under default DESeq settings are shown in red font. The alternative parameter 

settings are ranked according to the total number of DEGs identified. 
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Supplementary Table 1. Microarray datasets used to evaluate expression in lesional and uninvolved skin (Affymetrix Human 
Genome U133 Plus 2.0 array). The table lists the number of patients remaining in each dataset after quality control filtering. Post-
hybridization quality control metrics were calculated for each sample and the table lists the average value (± standard error) for each 
dataset (background, scale factor, percent present calls, RNA degradation score). The final column indicates whether labeled RNA or 
DNA was used for microarray hybridizations. All samples were evaluated with respect to quality control metrics listed in the table in 
addition to metrics obtained from the fitting of probe level models (NUSE median, NUSE IQR, RLE median and RLE IQR). Samples 
removed from each dataset for quality control reasons are listed below the table, along with additional information concerning the 
cohort composition and recruitment guidelines (as provided in published research reports).  

Dataset No. Patients Background Scale % Present Degradation Label 

GSE13355a 54 105.79 (3.26) 0.76 (0.03) 47.33 (0.41) 4.02 (0.06) cRNA 

GSE47751b 5 55.08 (5.47) 1.16 (0.11) 49.57 (0.93) 4.15 (0.07) cRNA 

GSE50790c 4 54.51 (4.82) 0.25 (0.01) 68.7 (0.24) 4.29 (0.17) cRNA 

GSE14905d 25 51.62 (1) 1.29 (0.04) 48.96 (0.37) 4.48 (0.07) cRNA 

GSE30999e 78 39.32 (0.6) 0.3 (0.01) 64.52 (0.32) 5.41 (0.08) cRNA 

GSE41662f 21 44.01 (1.01) 0.21 (0.01) 69.84 (0.22) 5.67 (0.18) cDNA 

GSE34248g 14 42.37 (0.52) 0.21 (0) 67.63 (0.22) 5.75 (0.21) cDNA 

GSE41663h 15 41.94 (0.42) 0.16 (0) 68.5 (0.53) 6.33 (0.1) cDNA 
aMild to severe plaque psoriasis. Cohort was 49.1% male with an average age of 48.9 (range: 21 – 69). Patients were advised to 
discontinue mediations for 2 weeks prior to biopsies (1 week for topical). Average total body surface area covered with lesions was 
14.2%±1.7% (range: 1% – 62%). For all patients psoriasis plaques were not limited to the scalp area. Uninvolved skin samples were 
obtained from the sub-protected buttock or upper thigh region. Microarray hybridizations were performed in three separate batches. 
Since lesional and uninvolved samples from the same patient were always included within the same batch, CEL files from each of 
the three batches were normalized independently. The initial dataset included 58 patients. However, 4 samples from 4 patients were 
removed during quality control filtering, leaving a total of 54 patients. The excluded samples were GSM337287 (high NUSE median, 
high NUSE IQR, high RLE IQR), GSM337321 (high scale factor), GSM337324 (high background) and GSM337364 (high 
background). (Nair et al. 2009, Nat Genet 41:199-204; Gudjonsson et al. 2010, J Invest Dermatol 130:1829-1840) 
bMild to severe plaque psoriasis. All patients were greater than 18 years of age (range: 18 – 75) with at least 10% body surface 
involvement. Patients were excluded if they had a severe co-morbid disease or if they’d used a systemic psoriasis therapy within the 
previous 4 weeks (2 weeks for topical). Uninvolved skin samples were obtained from the sub-protected buttock or upper thigh region. 
The initial dataset included 6 patients. However, 1 sample was removed during quality control filtering, leaving 5 patients 
(GSM1155779, high scale factor). (Johnston et al., British J Dermatol, In press) 
cMild to severe plaque psoriasis. Patients were advised to discontinue mediations for 2 weeks prior to biopsies (1 week for topical). 
For all patients psoriasis plaques were not limited to the scalp area. Uninvolved skin samples were obtained from the sub-protected 
buttock or upper thigh region. (Swindell et al. 2012, PLoS ONE 7:e34594) 
dPlaque psoriasis. Uninvolved biopsies were obtained from an anatomical region similar to that of the lesional skin biopsy (e.g., arm, 
leg or trunk). The initial dataset included 27 patients. However, 2 samples from 2 patients were removed during quality control 



filtering, leaving a total of 25 patients. The excluded samples were GSM372350 (high scale factor, high NUSE median, high NUSE 
IQR) and GSM372339 (high scale factor). (Yao et al. 2008, PLoS ONE 3:e2737)  
eModerate to severe chronic plaque psoriasis. Cohort was 77.5% male with an average age of 44.6 years. All patients were 
candidates for systemic treatment with more than 10% body surface involvement. Patients were advised to discontinue systemic 
agents for 4 weeks prior to biopsy (2 weeks for topical). Biologic agents were discontinued for 3 months prior to biopsies. Uninvolved 
biopsies were obtained from an anatomical region similar to that of the lesional skin biopsy (e.g., arm, leg or trunk). Samples were 
collected at each of 10 clinical sites. Since lesional and uninvolved samples from the same patient were always collected at the same 
site, CEL files from each of the 10 sites were normalized independently. The initial dataset included 81 patients, but 3 samples were 
removed, leaving 78 patients. Two samples from 2 patients were removed due to quality control filtering, including GSM768062 (low 
percent present, high NUSE IQR, high RLE median, high RLE IQR) and GSM768073 (high NUSE IQR). Samples from one patient 
were removed because cluster analysis suggested that labels from the lesional and uninvolved samples had been reversed 
(GSM768097 and GSM768096) (Suárez-Fariñas et al. 2012, J Invest Dermatol 132:2552-2564) 
fModerate to severe plaque psoriasis. Patients were between 19 and 55 years of age. All patients had greater than 10% body surface 
involvement with a Psoriasis Area and Severity Index score greater than 10. The initial dataset included 24 patients. However, 3 
samples from 3 patients were removed during quality control filtering, leaving a total of 21 patients. The excluded samples were 
GSM1021255 (high degradation), GSM1021257 (high degradation), and GSM1021277 (high scale factor). (Bigler et al. 2013, PLoS 
ONE 8:e52242) 
gMild to moderate plaque psoriasis. Cohort was 71.4% male with an age range of 23 to 71 years. Patients reported no medication 
use to treat psoriasis. (Bigler et al. 2013, PLoS ONE 8:e52242)  
hModerate to severe plaque psoriasis. Patients were between 18 and 70 years of age. Patients were advised to discontinue topical or 
systemic therapy for 1 month prior to biopsies. Patients had greater than 10% body surface area involvement and were not 
experiencing flare at biopsy. (Zaba et al. 2009, J Allergy Clin Immunol 124:1022-1030; Bigler et al. 2013, PLoS ONE 8:e52242) 



Supplementary Table 2. Number of genes differentially expressed between lesional and uninvolved skin (edgeR). The edgeR 
package was used with different normalization and dispersion settings to identify genes differentially expressed between psoriasis 
lesions (PP) and normal uninvolved (PN) skin (n = 3 patients). A total of 13913 protein-coding genes were included in the analysis 
and differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were identified based upon a likelihood ratio test and a fold-change threshold (PP/PN) of 
1.5 (or 0.67) with FDR < 0.05. Results obtained under default edgeR settings are shown in red font. The alternative parameter 
settings are ranked according to the total number of DEGs identified. In addition to results listed below, we evaluated the number of 
DEGs obtained using different generalized linear model (GLM) fitting methods (i.e., the method argument for edgeR function 
“glmFit”). Possible GLM fitting methods include linesearch, levenberg and simple, but we found that each of these yielded similar 
(usually identical) results regardless of the methods chosen for normalization and dispersion estimation.  

Normalization1 Dispersion Method2 No. Increased DEGs No. Decreased DEGs No. DEGs 

upperquartile common-CoxReid 1063 1367 2430 

TMM common-CoxReid 1160 1233 2393 

RLE common-CoxReid 1204 1163 2367 

TMM common-Pearson 1009 1052 2061 

upperquartile common-Pearson 920 1133 2053 

upperquartile common-Pearson 920 1133 2053 

RLE common-Pearson 1027 1002 2029 

upperquartile trended-power 912 1093 2005 

upperquartile trended-bin.loess 905 1084 1989 

TMM trended-power 1001 981 1982 

upperquartile trended-spline 902 1079 1981 

upperquartile trended-bin.spline 903 1073 1976 

RLE trended-power 1047 925 1972 

TMM trended-spline 1001 970 1971 

TMM trended-spline 1000 970 1970 

TMM trended-bin.spline 994 970 1964 

TMM trended-bin.loess 996 965 1961 

RLE trended-bin.loess 1036 917 1953 

upperquartile common-deviance 869 1074 1943 

RLE trended-spline 1031 910 1941 

RLE trended-bin.spline 1030 910 1940 

TMM common-deviance 937 966 1903 

RLE common-deviance 965 921 1886 
1Normalization used by the “calcNormFactors” function (method argument). TMM is weighted trimmed mean of M-values (Robinson 
and Oshlack 2010, Genome Biology 11:R25). RLE is relative log expression (Anders and Huber 2010, Genome Biology 11:R106). 
Upperquartile is upper-quartile normalization method (Bullard et al. 2010, BMC Bioinformatics 11: 94). 



2Dispersion estimation method (common or trended). A common dispersion parameter was estimated using the 
“estimateGLMCommonDisp” function, with possible method arguments CoxReid, Pearson and deviance. The CoxReid option 
calculates a common dispersion parameter by maximizing the Cox-Reid adjusted profile likelihood (Cox and Reid 1987, Journal of 
the Royal Statistical Society Series B 49:1-39) (edgeR function “dispCoxReid”).  Pearson is a pseudo-likelihood estimator based 
upon the average Pearson goodness of fit statistic (edgeR function “dispPearson”). The deviance option is a quasi-likelihood 
estimator based upon the average residual deviance statistic (edgeR function “dispDeviance”). Trended dispersions were estimated 
using the “estimateGLMTrendedDisp” function, with possible arguments bin.spline, bin.loess, power and spline. The bin.spline and 
bin.loess options involve grouping genes with similar abundance into bins and estimating a common dispersion for each bin. A cublic 
spline or a loess model is then fit to these binned dispersions estimates to obtain a fitted dispersion value for each gene (edgeR 
function “dispBinTrend”). The power and spline options estimate trended dispersions by maximizing the Cox-Reid adjusted profile 
likelihood. For power, the abundance-dispersion relationship is estimated using a log-linear model (edgeR function 
“dispCoxReidPowerTrend”), while for spline the relationship is estimated using regression splines (edgeR function 
“dispCoxReidSplineTrend”). 
 



Supplementary Table 3. Number of genes differentially expressed between lesional and uninvolved skin (DESeq). The 
DESeq package was used with different normalization and dispersion settings to identify genes differentially expressed between 
psoriasis lesions (PP) and normal uninvolved (PN) skin (n = 3 patients). A total of 13913 protein-coding genes were included in the 
analysis and differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were identified based upon a likelihood ratio test and a fold-change threshold 
(PP/PN) of 1.5 (or 0.67) with FDR < 0.05. Results obtained under default DESeq settings are shown in red font. The alternative 
parameter settings are ranked according to the total number of DEGs identified. 

Location1 Dispersion 
Method2 

Dispersion Sharing 
Mode3 

Dispersion Fit 
Type4 

No. Increased 
DEGs 

No. Decreased 
DEGs 

Total DEGs 

shorth pooled-CR fit-only local 1962 1573 3535 

median pooled-CR fit-only local 1738 1753 3491 

median pooled-CR gene-est-only local 620 523 1143 

median pooled-CR maximum local 620 523 1143 

median pooled-CR gene-est-only parametric 620 523 1143 

shorth pooled-CR gene-est-only local 643 469 1112 

shorth pooled-CR maximum local 643 469 1112 

shorth pooled-CR gene-est-only parametric 643 469 1112 

shorth pooled-CR fit-only parametric 486 252 738 

median pooled-CR fit-only parametric 467 265 732 

median blind fit-only parametric 316 148 464 

shorth blind fit-only parametric 318 133 451 

median blind fit-only local 286 120 406 

shorth blind fit-only local 288 109 397 

median pooled-CR maximum parametric 280 98 378 

shorth pooled-CR maximum parametric 290 76 366 

median blind gene-est-only local 0 0 0 

median blind gene-est-only parametric 0 0 0 

shorth blind gene-est-only local 0 0 0 

shorth blind gene-est-only parametric 0 0 0 

median blind maximum parametric 0 0 0 

shorth blind maximum parametric 0 0 0 

median blind maximum local 0 0 0 

shorth blind maximum local 0 0 0 
1The method used by “estimateSizeFactors” to calculate a location for each sample (locfunc argument). The shorth option is 
recommended for genes with low counts. 



2The method used by “estimateDispersions” to calculate empirical dispersions for each gene (method argument). The pooled-CR 
option estimates dispersions by maximizing a Cox-Reid adjusted profile likelihood. The blind option ignores sample labels and 
computes dispersion values as if all samples were replicates of a single condition. 
3The method used by “estimateDispersions” to adjust empirical dispersions based upon sharing of information across genes 
(sharingMode argument). For each gene, an empirical dispersion is estimated along with a fitted dispersion. The fitted dispersion is 
based upon the global mean-dispersion relationship and is expected to approximate the dispersion that is commonly observed 
among genes with a given expression level. The fit-only approach uses only the fitted dispersion value (non-conservative and 
preferred if the number of replicates is small). The maximum option is conservative and used the maximum of the empirical and fitted 
dispersions for each gene. The gene-est-only option ignores the fitted dispersion and uses only the empirical estimate (preferred if 
the number of replicates is large).  
4The method used by “estimateDispersions” to estimate the mean-dispersion relationship (fitType argument). The parametric option 
uses a robust gamma-family general linear model. The local approach instead uses a non-parametric model to estimate the mean-
dispersion relationship. 
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